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WIREX is a joint venture between South Central WI MLS, Metro MLS (based in Milwaukee), Northeast WI MLS (based in the Appleton), Northwest WI MLS (based in Eau Claire), Central WI MLS (Stevens Point, Marshfield, Wausau, Wisconsin Rapids), Western WI MLS (North and West of Eau Claire), Superior MLS (Ashland/Bayfield/Douglas County area) and Marinette County MLS to bring together their MLS content into a shared database. WIREX is not a statewide MLS. WIREX provides users of Wisconsin MLSs access to shared MLS data for the state of Wisconsin.

WIREX provides active listing information, as well as recent sold and expired listings (from 7/1/05), complete with photos, as offered by approximately 14,000 MLS Participants representing about 90% of the MLS listed properties in the state of Wisconsin. WIREX listings are updated hourly within the Paragon system. In addition, WIREX provides the offer of cooperation and compensation between participants for these listings.

When you login to Paragon, you are given an option for WIREX. WIREX contains listings for all eight MLSs including South Central WI. You do not need a separate login name and password for WIREX. Because the database of listings for WIREX is within the Paragon program, you will find the search screens, views, and reports to be very similar to those you are accustomed to in Paragon. You will find there are fewer options for searching, however, as only the search fields that are common between the three MLSs are available. If you know how to search within Paragon, you will be able to search within WIREX with no additional training. Once you are in the South Central Wisconsin or WIREX database, there is an option (MLS Switcher) at the top of the screen that will allow you to switch between the databases without logging out and back in.

In addition to searching for MLS listings, you can also prepare CMAs using the combined WIREX listings, and set up prospects with auto notifications that search against the combined WIREX listings. Access to associated documents will be phased in at a later date.

For more information on WIREX, visit www.wirex.com.